LAB VISITS

Students attending the symposium will be given the opportunity to visit working labs on the SIU campus, within several different disciplines.

In the informational packet received by symposium attendees, the Lab and Excursion Description Sheet will list the different options available. Students will indicate their Lab and Excursion preference on the appropriate form in priority order -- 1st choice, 2nd choice, 3rd choice (if applicable).

Students should read all descriptions, and make choices carefully. Students cannot change labs once the schedules have been compiled. Each group will have an escort, so participants from your school do not have to stay together! Please, teachers, let your students choose according to their interests, not yours.

Please understand that it is totally up to the faculty member whether to include hands-on activities or not. Some labs are simply not appropriate for hands-on activities because of the expensive equipment, time limits, etc.